
 

 

 

(No)MAD HOUSE BERLIN 
 

2016 June 08 / 09 / 10 / 11 

 
(No)Mad House Berlin is a production house on the road! A structure and an 
idea in transit! It is a satellite of the original Mad House Helsinki, a new space 
for performing arts presenting and producing experimental art. It was 
established in Finland and will now happen in Berlin: Discussions, Workshops 
and of course Performances presenting both Berlin and Finnish artists. The Mad 
House crew will take over Theaterdiscounter and set up a meeting point for 
Finnish and local artists and audience. Expect an exciting for days program! 
 

Mad House was invented and erected 2013 by a bunch of artists, producers 
and technicians. It is driven by the key thoughts of: content comes first, 
learning by doing, transparency and change is the only constant! For 
Theaterdiscounter, that was founded in a similar spirit, it is like a brother and 
sister. We are very proud that (No)Mad House Berlin (aka Mad Discounter), is 
the first ever bringing to live of the “nomad house” concept.  
 
(No)MAD HOUSE BERLIN  DAILY  SCHEDULE  
 

11 am (4h) Workshops 
 3 pm (1h) Art via stomach: Soup Café 
 4 pm (3h) Think Thanks: How to do Art in this World? 
 8 pm (xh) Performances & Late Bar 
 
Mad House is a place where people, artists, audience are taken care of. It 
presents PERFORMANCES, invites everyone to join WORKSHOPS and the  
THINK THANK open discussions for pondering current topics with invited guests 
and a moderator. By calling this non-hierarchical discussion practice Think 
Thank, Mad House thanks the participants for sharing their thoughts and ideas. 
Every day there will also be the Art via Stomach SOUP CAFÉ with an interior 
created by Niina Lehtonen Braun and hosted by Heidi, Juha & Markus (soup, 
sandwiches, sweet buns, hot & cold drinks) as well as a LATE BAR. 
 
 
Mad House Helsinki Team building (No)Mad House Berlin Sonja Jokiniemi (artist)/ Annika 
Tudeer (artist)/ Mikko Niemistö (artist)/ Leena Kela (artist)/ Martina Marti (artist)/ Juha 
Valkeapää (artist) / Heidi Backström (producer) / Markus Alanen (technician) Guests / Artists 
from Berlin please see program next page Organisation TD Berlin Michael Müller PR TD Berlin 
Kerstin Böttcher Social Media / Support Katarina Sakic Production Mad House Helsinki Co-
Production Theaterdiscounter Supported by Kone Foundation / Svenska Kulturfonden / City of 
Berlin Senatskanzlei – Kulturelle Angelegenheiten / City of Helsinki Cultural Office / Finnish 
Institute Berlin / TINFO – Theatre Info Finland Info www.madhousehelsinki.fi / 
www.theaterdiscounter.de Tickets € 13,- / reduced € 8,- all 4 days: € 30,- / reduced € 20,- 



 

 

 

 

SCHEDULE 
 

June 8th 2016 
11 am  Workshop  Pasi Mäkelä 
 

 4 pm  Think Thank How to do Art in this World?  

from the point of view of theatre & dance 
 

 8 pm Performances  Sonja Jokiniemi: RRRRR 

Annika Tudeer:  ANNIKA GOES STAND UP 

Mikko Niemistö: INVENTORIES 

 

June 9th 2016 
11 am  Workshop  Pasi Mäkelä 
 

 4 pm  Think Thank  How to do Art in this World?  

from the point of view of literature 
 

 8 pm Performances  Tomomi Adachi, Ernesto Estrella and Cia Rinne: 

   THE BERLIN SOUND POETS QOI TÊTE  

Pasi Mäkelä: TONTTU  

Leena Kela: WARDROBE STORIES 

 

June 10th 2016 
11 am  Workshop  Christina Ciupke (to be confirmed) 
 

4 pm  Think Thank  How to do Art in this World?  

 from the point of view of performance art 
 

8 pm Performances  PERFORMANCE FRIDAY hosted by  

  APAB - Association for Performance Art Berlin 

 

June 11th 2016 
11 am  Workshop  Christina Ciupke (to be confirmed) 
 

4 pm  Think Thank  How to do Art in this World?  

 from the point of view of visual arts 
 

8 pm Performances  Volumen Express: SCHWESTERN – ח�ת� (SISTERS) 

  John W. Fail: SERIOUS MUSIC  

  Juha Valkeapää: FROM BARK TIL TAIL 

  Martina Marti: MOMENTS & DECISIONS 



 

 

 

 

PROGRAM & ARTIST INFO 
(as of March 10th 2016 / will be expanded) 

 

 

June 8th 2016 
 

RRRRR by Sonja Jokiniemi   
is a solo performance concert constructed of clangs, songs and derailed 

narrations. The work is looking into a place where one loses meaning and 

where the world becomes a solitary disconnected experience. Within a mesh of 

disembodied language the work tackles into questions of fantasy, reality and 

truth construction. Fragmented movement, text and image motifs unfold 

narrations between a laptop, human performer, fabric and a jawbone. 
 

Choreography, performance and texts Sonja Jokiniemi Set design & dramaturge Miguel Angel 
Melgares Music Natalia Dominguez Rangel Light design Jenni Pystynen Producer Riikka Thiz 

Co-production Dampfzentrale Bern / Kiasma Theatre Helsinki Support from Arc residencies / 
Arsenic Theatre and Les Urbaines / STUK Kunstzentrum / Alfred Kordelin Foundation / Kone 
Foundation / Arts Promotion Centre Finland Language English (no subtitles) 

 

Sonja Jokiniemi is a choreographer and performance artist based in Helsinki, Finland. 
Jokiniemi graduated from DasArts Master of Theatre program in Amsterdam 2013. Prior to 
this she has completed BA degree in contemporary dance and choreography at Laban 
Centre, London in 2006. She makes solo performances, community-based art projects and 
illustrations. Her latest soloworks are Hmm (2015) and OH NO (2013). Since 2014, 
Jokiniemi has worked with autistic young adults exploring subjective language systems 
under a project named Without an alphabét. From this process she has published a book 
called PA A and composed a duet performance work called TU (2015). In 2014-2015 
Jokiniemi was one of eight selected artists to work for the City of Helsinki researching into 
community based artistic projects and methodologies. Her on-going interest lies in 
cognitive processes, psycho linguistics and diverse perception practices. She is interested 
in looking at the common in so called peripheral expressions and states. 
www.sonjajokiniemi.com  

 
 

ANNIKA GOES STAND UP by Annika Tudeer 
Annika Tudeer, the leading lady of performance company Oblivia did her debut 

as a stand up comedienne in March 2016 in Mad House, now she stands up in 
Berlin. ”I love talking about myself and making people laugh! I’ve done solo 

performances (Swan lake and Sacre) and during those processes the idea of 
doing stand up à la Annika crossed my mind. Why not to try it?! I can’t 

promise that I’ll be funny at all, actually I don’t even like stand up and I don’t 

remember any jokes ever.” 



 

 

 

 

Annika Tudeer founded the performance company Oblivia in 2000. She is a performer in and 
artistic director of Oblivia. After working as a dancer and choreographer in the 1990s, she 
graduated from Helsinki University with a MA in literature. Until 2004, she worked as a critic 
writing on new trends in dance and performing arts nationally and internationally. She is a 
founding member of the Performance Center in Helsinki and of Mad House. In 2014, she was 
awarded a 5-year artist grant from the Arts Council Finland. Oblivia is an international 
performance company and a unique force on the Finnish performance scene. www.oblivia.fi  

 

 

INVENTORIES by Mikko Niemistö  

is a project realized in several parts during 2016 – 2017. The first part of the 

project focuses on bodies in relation to objects and materials that surround 

them. Our body image is based on materials gathered from remote locations 

on earth. In inventories this process is seen as choreography where matter is 

being moved in predetermined patterns through labour and logistics. The 

physical body itself is presented sometimes as an object amongst other 

objects, and sometimes as a manipulator of other materials.  
 

Concept / choreography Mikko Niemistö Performance Sanna Blennow / Mikko Niemistö 
 

Mikko Niemistö is a performance artist and a choreographer from Helsinki, Finland with a 
backround in movement, physical theatre and contemporary performance practices. In his 
works he draws inspiration from the various disciplines he has gone through during his artistic 
career, dismantling, remoulding and redefining them constantly. 
http://mikkoniemisto.wordpress.com  
 
 

 

June 9th 2016 

 

THE BERLIN SOUND POETS QOI TÊTE  
is a collective of sound/experimental poets living in Berlin. They explore vocal-

based performances of poetry, experimental music, and a conceptual linguistic 

approach with solos, and different group formations. For the (No)Mad House 
Berlin, the BSPQT consists of Tomomi Adachi, Ernesto Estrella and Cia Rinne. 

 

Tomomi Adachi is a performer, composer, sound poet, installation artist, and occasional 
theater director. He has played composed and improvised music with voice, live electronics 
and self-made instruments. He has performed with numerous musicians, poets, dancers 
and filmmakers. His works were performed at Tate Modern, Maerzmusik, IRCAM/Centre 
Pompidou, Akademie der Künste Berlin. www.adachitomomi.com *** Ernesto Estrella is a 
musician, poet, and educator born in Granada and living in New York since 2000. Between 
2007 and 2011 he was Contemporary poetry professor at Yale University and since the 
spring of 2012 he has turned to Berlin as a second base for his artistic and academic 
endeavors. As a musician, he concentrates on the voicés potential to explore the poetic 
process through sound. Along this line, he has created a wide array of pieces included in 



 

 

 

performances that have been presented at diverse international festivals. *** Cia Rinne 
(Finland/Berlin) writes minimalist poetry in different languages. Readings, performances and 
exhibitions, most recently at Overgaden Copenhagen and Manière Noire in Berlin. Her new 
volume of text works will be published by OEI Editör/Stockholm and kookbooks/Berlin in 
2016. 

 

 

TONTTU by Pasi Mäkelä 
is chorereograpy and physical performance. Tonttu (eng. gnome) is a mythical 

figure of Scandinavian folklore. It was common belief that in most of the areas 

of the natural world existed gnomes. Forests had forest gnomes, saunas sauna 

gnomes, barns had barn gnomes etc. Gnomes helped people if they were 

treated well, but if treated badly or neglected they could cause all kinds of 

torments and turmoil. Gnomes were link between natural world and human 

society. Outskirts of society are parallel to the outskirts of the body and the 

mind. Somewhere in the shadows of total confusion lurks Tonttu. In Finnish 

language word tonttu is also synonym for idiot. 
 

Pasi Mäkelä is a Finnish performer, musician and conceptual artist based on Prague, Czech 
Republic. Studied in Turku Arts Academy, Finland 1998-2002, and has a degree of theatre 
director and educator. Is a member of Finnish theatre research and performance groups 
Reality Research Center and Circus Maximus. Works actively with own music/performance 
group Sabotanic Garden, experimental music group Federsel&Mäkelä and its own micro-
label Meteorismo, and garage-gospel music group The Spermbankers. Mäkelä works also 
on solo material. Between 2013 and 2015 he performed his physical performance solo 
Tonttu in Slovakia, Germany, Finland, Sweden, Czech Rep., Austria and in U.S.A. He 
released his first solo music album in late 2014. 

 

 

WARDROBE STORIES by Leena Kela  
 
Leena Kela is a performance artist whose work evolves from observing the everyday life and 
phenomena. She has presented over 100 performances in a number of contexts in Finland, 
and internationally in performance art festivals across Europe as well as in Northern America, 
Southern America and Russia. She has a MA in Performance Art and Theory (Theatre 
Academy, Helsinki 2010) and a BA in performance art (Turku Arts Academy, Turku 2003). 
Currently, she works as an artistic director of the annual New Performance Turku Festival for 
performance and Live Art and in the executive board at the Mad House production house for 
performance in Helsinki. She is starting her practice based PhD studies at the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Helsinki researching the language of performance art. www.leenakela.com  



 

 

 

 

June 10th 2016 
 

ASSOCIATION OF PERFORMANCE ART in Berlin e.V. (APAB)  
The Association for Performance Art in Berlin e.V. understands performance art to be the sum 
of known and newly emerging practices of process based, transformative, integrative and 
intermedia art that can be presented live. The association places special importance on the 
development of new and experimental forms of performance art. It was founded in August 
2013 with some of the following objectives: 
• Representation and support of performance artists based in Berlin, towards the public, 

politics, administration and media, with the goal to sustainably improve their working 
conditions; 

• Conception, organisation and presentation of returning and individual events at which 
performance art is presented, watched and discussed, and the support of individuals, 
groups or institutions who organise such events; 

• Promotion of international exchange between Berlin-based performance artists and their 
colleagues around the world, through the organisation of platforms and festivals; 
communication with organisations and organisers of performance art around the world; 
invitation of artists from Germany and/or abroad to Berlin (residency programme) and the 
placement of Berlin-based performance artists in performance art and scholarly events that 
investigate performance art, in Germany and/or abroad.  

http://apaberlin.weebly.com   

 

 

 

June 11th 2016 

 

SCHWESTERN – ח�ת� (SISTERS) by Volumen Eyxpress 
The lecture performance Schwestern - ח�ת� (Sisters) explores the relationship of 
the performers to their sisters and their systems of belief: Moran’s sister 

decided to live in an ultra-orthodox settlement in the West Bank, and 

Veronika’s sister moved from a small town in Germany to India as a Hare 

Krishna devotee. Within a structured dialogue, the audience is introduced to 

the partly absurd routines and daily lives of the ‘absent sisters’ by the 

performers, who create a maze of cultural choices, corporeal perceptions, and 

gender roles. How far are we from our sisters? How can we still relate to one 

another when religion creates literal walls? 
 

Performer & creator Veronika Bökelmann / Moran Sanderovic Dramaturgical consultancy Noa 
Elran / Matthias Naumann Produced in the frame of Performing Encounters (supported by 
Auswärtiges Amt & Deutsch-Israelische Gesellschaft) Production manager Jörg Thums Co-
Produced with Künstlerhaus Mousonturm / Center for Contemporary Art in Tel Aviv. 
 

Veronika Bökelmann born 1978 in Tübingen in Germany, is currently based in Berlin. Her 
works explore the threshold between performance and media installations, and have been 



 

 

 

shown in frameworks such as Moscow Biennale, Sophiensaele Berlin or Black Box Oslo. She 
studied Performance Studies at New York University and at the Norwegian Theater Academy. 
She works at the Department for Fine Arts / Architecture at the TU Berlin and has been 
teaching at KhiO Oslo and other academies. http://veronikabokelmann.blogspot.de  

Moran Sanderovic born 1980 in Rehovot, Israel, studied at the School of Visual Theatre, 
Jerusalem, and is currently based in Berlin. Moran uses sculpture, performance, video and 
drawings to express the human body and how it is perceived. She creates modern, 
mythological, alternative bodies using silicon, organic materials and found objects. Her works 
have been shown internationally. http://moran.sanderovich.com  
 

VOLUMEN EXPRESS and friends has been founded in Oslo by the theatre artists Veronika 
Bökelmann (Germany) and Séverine Urwyler (Switzerland). VOLUMEN EXPRESS explores the 
borderline of theater, installation and visual art. Most works investigate documentary subjects. 

 

 

SERIOUS MUSIC by John W. Fail  
 

John W. Fail is an American-born artist who works primarily in open-form collaborations. He 
ran the Ptarmigan project in Helsinki and Tallinn from 2009-2014 and has recorded and 
performed in various experimental and improvised musical projects. He works primarily in 
organising trans-disciplinary events, bringing together people of diverse backgrounds to 
experiment with collaborative creative techniques, with a focus on discordant (even irrelevant) 
pleasures without regard for measurable outcomes. 

 

 

FROM BARK TIL TAIL by Juha Valkeapää  
is a half-an-hour long vocal performance of someone in cage, the cage being 

in his head. Juha Valkeapää is a vocal and performance artist, with a good 20-

year long career of performances, installations, radio pieces and soundscapes – 

solos and various group works – vocal & sound & performance art, theatre, 

music, dance. The key elements of his art are voice / sound, presence, space 

and improvisation. 
 

Juha Valkeapää is a vocal and performance artist, using his voice as his main tool. Since 
1993, he has made seven hundred performances of one hundred and fourty different works in 
twenty-seven countries, solos and various group works, vocal & sound & performance art, 
theatre, music, dance. Plus sound installations, soundscapes and compositions for exhibitions, 
radio, theatre and dance performances. He is based in Helsinki, Finland. From 2013-2017, 
Valkeapää is working with the big help of a 5-year grant allocated by the National Council for 
Theatre. 
 

 

MOMENTS & DECISIONS by Gnab Collective 
Gnab Collective presents in a short film screening two works dealing with 

decision making. A Piece of Hamlet is a film about the feelings and thoughts 

we deal with when we are faced with a big decision. It is the attempt to 



 

 

 

analyse the moment before a decision. It is also a documentation of some 

sorts of Gnab Collective's performance Hamlet private and an art work in its 
own right. The film was shot in Hanko, Berlin, the Danish countryside and 

Helsinki in 2013. 
A Piece of Hamlet Duration approx. 6 min Directing Martina Marti Camera Emma Suominen / 
Marion Maisano (Claudia's card shots in Berlin) Actors Nini Julia Bang / Cécile Orblin / 
Claudia Schwartz Music Juuso Voltti Editing Thomas Taisto 
 

In the second film Reverie the decisions have been made long ago. Reverie is 

a state of being pleasantly lost in one's thoughts. The film is looking for 

colours and tones that capture something of what we might feel when we look 

back on our lives - lives which are a series of decisions, and yet so much 

more than the sum of their outcome. The film was made in Helsinki in 2015-

2016. 
Reverie Duration approx. 15 min Directing Martina Marti Video / Editing Emma Suominen 

Performers Jasmiina Sipilä / Inari Virmakoski Music Romulus Chiciuc Costumes Katerina 
Zherbina 
 

Gnab Collective was founded in 2009 during the making of the performance BANG! In A Piece 
of Hamlet and Reverie Gnab Collective worked for the first time with video and film. The 
collective is composed by different artists depending on each project, Martina Marti is the 
driving force behind the collective. *** Martina Marti is a founding member of Gnab Collective 
and the leading figure behind the group. She is a director, performer and producer and also 
works as a translator of plays. She studied Drama and Theatre Studies in Canterbury and 
Paris and did an MBA with a focus on Arts Management. After her studies, she worked as a 
festival programmer and dramaturg in Germany and as an international project manager 
particularly in the field of cultural mobility. She has lived in Helsinki since 2006 and created 
several artistic projects in Finland. Her first work as a director in Finland was the monologue 
7/1 Brothers based on Aleksis Kivi’s novel in 2008. The performance was invited to the 
Tampere Theatre Festival and the Stage Festival in Helsinki. www.gnab.fi  
 

 

All days 

 

SOUP CAFÉ by Niina Lehtonen Braun 
Niina Lehtoinen Braun was raised in Helsinki, now based in Berlin, the Finnish 

artist is graduate of Painting and Multimedia at her former hometown’s 

Academy of Fine Arts. Switching between installation art, painting and 

performance Niina Lehtonen Braun draws on a rich palette of multi-disciplinary 

inspiration and experience. In her work, Niina Lehtonen Braun visualises the 

complex and very personal realm of human relations, the interaction of gender 

and identity while allowing space for the complex range of emotions between 

next of kin. 

 

 



 

 

 

About 
 

 

MAD HOUSE is based in Suvilahti Helsinki, an old gasworks area that is 
administrated by the Cable Factory. Mad House hosts a 3 months yearly 

season in and organises (No) Mad House events throughout the year in 

collaboration with other venues nationally and internationally. Mad House offers 
a stage for presentation of work, an international network and production 

support. Mad House brings together artists and audiences. Mad House is 

performances, festivals, exhibitions, djs, stand-up, as well as Think Thanks, 

workshops and (No) Mad House. www.madhousehelsinki.fi  

 

 

THEATERDISCOUNTER has been presenting and producing contemporary 

theatre and live art in Berlin for more than twelve years. It started with a 

similar perspective as the Helsinki Mad House project as an artist run space, a 

space that’s driving force was to enable and collaborate. Up to now hospitality 

has been one of the key concepts of a permanent team. We do curate 

thematic festivals, engage in co-productions and invite new exciting theatre 

aesthetics to Berlin. Theaterdiscounter has always been a laboratory, production 
house in the making. One of our aims is to make realities and theatre visible 

in a different way. We host performances that choose unusual ways to tell a 

story or present a thought, artists that dare something and take a risk. We 

promote theatre that is anti-illusionist and direct. Theaterdiscounter is 

supported by the Cultural Department of the Senate of Berlin. Within the Berlin 

independent theatre scene we see a strong potential for transformation. By 

bringing Mad House to Berlin we ourselves want to engage in a process that 
addresses important questions of how we want to do what we do in the future. 

www.theaterdiscounter.de 

 


